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Cut cancelled; students still pay
By Denise-Marie Williams
OF THE STAFF

UNF students still will pay a
30-cent increase in health fees per
credit hour, even though the 3 per
cent budget cut which initiated the
increase was cancelled.
The fee increase, decided last
October by the university Fee As
sessment Committee, would cover
the campus counseling center sala
ries and benefits.
According to Vice President of
Student Affairs Roland Buck, if the
budget cut came through, counsel
ing center salaries would have to

gθ∙

ound the ball Jan. 16attheUNFArena.

vs. Tech
: Saint Leo (5-12 overall, 1-4
h∣ne State Conference)
r»: Marion Bowman Activities
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Mi etlng: Saint Leo defeated the
1g Ospreys 100-89 Feb. 25,1995.
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“The 3 percent cut will not take
place,” said Buck, “but other [State
University System] counseling cen
ters are funded with student health
fees. We want to go towards that...

"Student health fees will
fund the counseling
center. Since the fee
increase has already
been approved, we're
going to stay with it."
Roland Buck
vice president for student affairs

We want to fund our counseling
center with student health fees rather
than [General & Educational]
funds.”
Buck said the money origi
nally earmarked for the counsel
ing center through G&E funds —

which came to almost $123,000
— will be used to hire more stu
dent employees for the 1996-97
academic school year.
“We’ll put that money into an
[Other Personnel Services] ac
count,” he said. “Student health

fees will fund the counseling cen
ter. Since the fee increase has al
ready been approved, we’re going
to stay with it.”
The funds were diverted to
Academic Affairs, according to
StudentGovemmentPresidentJosh
Kuethe.
Tom Healy, director of govern
ment relations, said the cuts were
cancelled because state sales tax
revenue is higher than projected.
“The chancellor asked each
university for a 3 percent cut to the
budget,” said Healy. “The latest
economic forecast ... l∞ks really
good. There’s a very high chance
they will not call back the cut.”
Buck said the state legislature
orders plans for these kinds of cuts
each year. He added the cuts al
ways are cancelled.

The official said he also thinks
the 25 percent legislature-man
dated cut threatening UNF will
be cancelled.
“There’s no way that could
happen,” Buck said. “If you make
these types of cuts, you are close
to destroying the mission of the
university .The consequences are
too severe.”
He added that the proposed cuts
test how universities would react to
such circumstances.
“We have politicians who think
state agents aren’t terribly efficient,”
said Buck “They [propose these cuts]
to see how we would react to iL They
thinkpublic universities should beable
to do more with less money.
“I want to prepare myself for next
year... We won’t have to go through
this again if we keep this plan.”

∣f Saint Lt ~ leads 4-2.

io∏t Saint Leo won three games
CW in December, but have lost 10
∣⅛ir last 12 games since. They
∣d up their only conference win
6 over Barry and have lost four
□hr since then.

table starters:
lex Mack, Sr., 13.4 ppg ∖
jk⅛ Calhoun, 8.1 ppg

jawn Jennett, Jr.. 13.8 ppg
ħawn Wilson, 14.1 ppg, 8.8
∣∪nds per game
^y Dingle, 7.6 ppg, 5.4 rρg

⅛ recently The Monarchs lost to

Ila Tech 87-75 on tne road
jrθfy and host Eckerd Wednesday.

hilate Tampa,
an openers
nen’s singles against Tampa. The
ħs of Bruno/Bodea, Pascoe/Hol lz and
niner/Patton rolled up easy wins in

pen’s doubles.
The Saint Leo men gave UNF a little

re trouble than Tampa, as the Monbs won 26 games to the Spartans’ 14.
nelhcless, the UNF men — with
veland replacing Roger Exum —
fed to easy wins. The same group of
ιbles players had similar results, with
ly the team of Cleveland and

Grccvy being tested.
The Lady Ospreys had an easier lime
tinst Saint Leo than they did against
mpa. Three of the four matches were
i,6-0 sweeps. Kaminer and Holtz won

sir doubles match 8-0 over Saint Leo’s
iry Galambos and Mary Lehto, while

scoc and Bodca beat Saint Leo’s top
ublcs team, Jill Dascoli and Julie
Brien, 8-2.
The men’s tennis team returns to
ion Feb. 7 at Sunshine Stale Confer

ee opponent Florida Tech, while the
>men play a day earlier against West
prida in Tallahassee.
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ing lineup upside down
after back-to-back poor
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Alanis

rocks the arena

Alanis Morisette played to maximum attendance in the UNF Arena Thursday, Jan. 18. She is best known for her part on Nickelodeon Television’s You Can’t Do That On
Television and for her emotionally driven songs which include You Gotta Know and Hand In My Pocket. This Grammy nominated artist launched her first album last year
attracting audiences worldwide. The preveiously mentioned songs as well as others she sung at the concert are from her debut album, Jagged Little Pill. (Matthew MacRoberts∕
Photo Editor)

Memorial tree planted
for slain UNF student
By Morris Lary
OF THE STAFF

A red maple tree was planted
in front of the College of Health

Monday as a memorial to UNF
student and African-American

“A lot of the students that
knew him were not on campus
[at the time of the memorial
service],” said Owens, “We

cussed the idea, the project took
root.

thought it was important to do
something all students could

The College of Health was
chosen as the site of the memo
rial because Coon would have

Student Union president James
Lee Coon, who was slain a year
ago.

participate in.”

The idea developed during
plans for Coon’s memorial ser
vice, which was held June 2.
Student Affairs Assistant Vice
President Otis Owens remem
bers the idea coming up in con
versations with Joaquina Wa
ters, who was then the African
American Student Union vice

psychology professor, was dis

president, and other students

involved in the service.

, At about the same time,
Afesa Adams, Coon’s former

“It was a group effort,” said
Adams.

been a psychology major had
he lived.
The red maple was chosen
for its symbolism of life and
death, according to Adams.

cussing the idea of a memorial
with department secretary Ann
Murphy.
“The red maple is a
“At the time his body was decidious tree,” said Adams. “It
discovered, Ann and I were loses it’s leaves. It goes through
thinking how nice it would be the whole life cycle.”
to make a kind of lasting state
Beneath the tree, a plaque
ment,” said Adams, “Then Ann bears Coon’s name and final
mentioned a tree.”
words: “Let me live so I can
After Owens and Adams dis

Osprey
sports
this
week
Tuesday
Women’s Basketball

Florida Tech, 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday
Men’s Basketball

Tampa, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday
Men’s Basketball

at Saint Leo, 2 p.m.

Women’s Basketball

at Saint Leo, 4 p.m.

Sunday
Indoor Track

Barnett Bank Invitational
Gainesville

finish college.”
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Lesser known presidential candidates seek vote
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob

didates with the Federal Election

Γm not sure enough is going to get

and best known in the Midwest —

Dole, Phil Gramm and the Repub

Commission. They might not have

done fast enough,” says Edwards,

is Taylor, who runs a $400 mil-

lican gang are beating each other

any chance, but they offer some

who has his own vending equip

lion-a-year business manufactur

• Otmar Joseph Lang of Chi

contends that only a mail mixup

up on the campaign trail. Bill

unorthodox ideas about governing

ment and service business and

ing wheels for construction and

cago, an independent whose form

kept her off the New Hampshire

Clinton is struggling to balance the

the nation.

might run as an independent.

farm equipment.

indicates he might actually want to

ballot.

budget.

• Robert J. Smith of Chicago, a

Republican.

she has filed in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and South Carolina, and

Mike Edwards of suburban

Like in the movie “Dave,” ac

Taylor, a Republican, is the

be “permanent president of Yugo

And Elvena Lloyd-Duffie?

Rosemont proposes a “bill of re

countant Lloyd-Duffie sees a quick

only Illinoisan to file as a candi

slavia with the office in Diaspora.”

Records show Lloyd-Duffie,
63, spent $83,200 from April

The accountant from the Chi

sponsibilities” preceding the Bill

and easy way to balance the

date for the first-in-the-nation

• Princevac M. Sinisa, or Sinisa

through November: $22,400 on

cago suburb of Westchester waits

of Rights in the Constitution. “In

country’s budget. Maybe three or

New Hampshire primary Feb. 20.

M. Princevac of Chicago, an inde

state filing fees, $20,800 for t-

for her pre-ordained chance to

other words, you earn your Bill

four days, she estimates, “just long

Taylor and Lloyd--Duffic also

pendent, though one form indi

shirts, telephones, mailing and

run the country which, by her

of Rights,” and if someone com

enough to type it up” and apply her

met the deadline for Illinois’

cates the name(s) might be an alias

operations; and $40,000 for

count, should come after the fall

mits a crime, “you could have

accounting principles.

presidential ballot in the March

for Lang for “physical security rea

“goodwill and gratuities.”

presidential election.

certain rights deducted.”

19 primary.

sons.”

“I feel that the creator of this

Edwards considers himself an

universe is calling a woman to
take this position because it

How? She demurs.
“I wouldn’t just grab some

Besides Lloyd-Duffie and

“average conservative,” gener

thing out of the air to give you a

ally votes Republican and likes

pleasing answer,” dismissing a

would give the men a kind of

some of the things the new GOP

question about whether voters

sabbatical for four years so that

majority has done in Congress.

would want to know her plan in

they can turn their attention to

But Washington politicians
are still mucking up the works,

advance of the election.

the home front where it’s direly

The FEC filing is free, which is

needed,” says Lloyd-Duffie, who

he says, so Edwards almost feels

is running as a Democrat.

compelled to take Clinton’s job.

Lloyd-Duffie is one of the nine

“I don’t need the job of presi

people with Illinois addresses who

dency. I have no ego to fill.... Γd

have registered as presidential can

rather remain a private person. But

Her starting balance was

Those would-be leaders of

$ 107,000, mostly money she says

Edwards, the other obscure Illi

the free world are hard to find.

came from an insurance settle

noisans expressing interest in the

Only Lloyd-Duffie and Edwards

ment of a 1994 auto accident.

presidency are:

had telephone listings.

Edwards, 59, plans to start

• Roger Thomas Davis of Barry

George Porter, chairman of

campaigning in February and

in west-central Illinois, registered

the Naperville Township Repub

raising money from people he

under the American Political Party.

lican organization, never heard

meets.

good because their records show

• Thomas Allen Matti of Ar

of Engel. “He might as well go

“There’s still enough time if I

only two candidates have raised or

lington Heights, under the Jesus

for the gold the first time out of

do something completely unor

spent any money — Lloyd-Duffie

for President Party.

the shoot,” Porter jokes.

thodox, which I plan to do. ... I

and Morry Taylor of Quincy.

• Robert D. Engel
Naperville, a Republican.

It seems serious business, how
ever, "for Lloyd-Duffie. She says

won’t go into it — the surprise

Certainly the best funded —

of

element is all I have left,” he says.

University of Minnesota student
Family fined and jailed for newspaper must relinquish photographs

student loan embezzlement
SEATTLE (AP) - Family
members who founded and oper
ated a broadcasting school with
branches across the Western
states have been fined and or
dered to poison toκ embezzling
student loan repayments.
The sentences handed down
Friday by I S District Judge
John C. Coughcnour marked the

final chapter of the Ron Bayle
School of Broadcasting.
The school had 17,000 stu
dents over nearly 30 years and
once operated in Seattle, Spo
kane, San Francisco, San Jose.
Phoenix and Der^er.
Bailie 60, ,"ho startea the
school in his garage while work
ing at KJR in Seattle in 1963,
was sentenced to three years in
prison ant ordered
oay a
$450,000 fine and $259,619 in
restitution.
.
His wife, Nada, 60, and their
daughter, Terri Bailie, age un
available, were eact sentenced
to two years and three moi"⅛s
and a $25,000
fine. Nada Bailie
....
>
,,. . .

was ordered to pay $221,892 and
Terri Bailie $263,862 in restiu.
tion.
: AU three were convicted by a
jury in September of multinh
counts oi onspiracy, false state
ments arid embezzlement of funds

letters and statements wrongly
exposed the institution to con
tempt and ridicule.
In a newspaper interview in
1989, the year before the school
folded* Bailie said 17,650 stu
dents hqd graduated from the
from the Parkins Loan Program, nine-month program. Tuition
once vnowu as the National Direct was $7,490 for900 hours of in
Student Loan Program.
struction.
In mid-1989, however,
Under that program, federal
money was entrusted to schools to Bailie’s operation was identi
be loaned to students for their tufied as having the worst de
itiori and related educational ex fault rate on national student
loans in the stale, 72.7 per
penses.
The Bailies were convicted cent.
⅞
of usLif Parkins money for
The school qu ickly ran afoul
themselves and the school and of a move by then-Education
of filing false accounting re Secretary: Lauro Cavazos to »
ports to cover up the theft, ∣ « limit, suspend ⅛ terminate
Their school was long schools with default rates ex
known as a source for entry ceeding 60 percent from further
level radio announcers at sta- participation in the student loan
lions throughout the West.
program.
The school won a libel suit in
In May 1990 the school filed ∣
1985 against two students who a Chapter II bankrupt y peti
sought tuition refunds when a tion for protection from credi
Snohomish ( ountvSuDeriorCourl tors, and later that year the doors ∣
judge in Everett ru∣eu that tneir were closed.

ST. PAUL (AP) — The Uni

fight at the university.

not support asking for unpub

versity of Minnesota student

In December, Stanoch re

newspaper must turn over un

versed his position, ruling that

The Daily has argued that

published photographs to a
judge in a pending criminal

the Daily staff was within its

instead of seeking the unpub

rights to refuse the Hennepin

lished pictures, prosecutors

case, the Minnesota Court of

County attorney’s demand to

should interview the many wit

Appeals has ruled.
The 2-1 ruling issued Fri

turn over the unpublished pho

nesses to the fight.

day reiterates an earlier Court

But the Court of Appeals

was attended by hundreds of

of Appeals ruling and rejects

on Friday said Stanoch had no

people,” Ames said. “With that

arguments that media freedoms

authority to modify its earlier

amount of individuals, they

are threatened by law enforce

ruling ordering the Daily to

should have enough eyewitness

ment subpoenas for unpub

turn over the pictures.

accounts to provide the infor

lished information gathered by
journalists.

tographs.

The pictures were taken

lished information.

“This was a public rally that

mation they need without co

during a clash in October 1993

opting news organizations.”

The Minnesota Daily’s at

between a group called the Pro

torney, Marshall H. Tanick,

gressive Students’ Organiza

Scoggin said the witnesses
were not disinterested parties,

said the newspaper may appeal’

tion and a man named Daniel
Simmer.

Authorities charged Kieran

unlike the Daily photographer.
Tanick argued that media
organizations have privilege to

ther state law nor the Constitu

Knutson with two felony

resist subpoenas from law en

tion protect media organiza
tions from court orders to turn
over unpublished pictures for

counts of assault for allegedly

forcement agencies seeking un

striking Simmer. Witnesses
gave conflicting accounts as

published information. News

judges to inspect in criminal

to whether Simmer was wear

media argue that such subpoe
nas can cause reporters to be

cases.

ing brass knuckles at the time

viewed as an arm of the law,

Friday’s ruling compels the
newspaper to turn over the pho

judge who initially requested

— an issue that became cen
tral to Knutson’s claim of self
defense.
Assistant Hennepin County

which has a “chilling effect”
on news-gathering and there
fore restricts freedom of ex
pression.

them has since changed his mind.

Attorney Paul Scoggin, who

Daily editor Michelle Ames

handled the appeal, said the
court properly balanced com

Keiran’s trial currently is
under way.

to the state Supreme Court.
The earlier ruling said nei

tographs even though the trial

said she, will go to jail before
handing over the pictures.
“I can only say that we are
all sad about this,” said Ames,
26. “But our position has not
changed and will not change.”
Hennepin County District
Judge John Stanoch had re
quested to review the photos
privately in his chambers to

determine whether they should

be entered into evidence in a
criminal case stemming from a

peting interests.
“We have to balance the
state’s interest in trying to fig
ure out whether a crime oc

curred and journalists’ equally
legitimate interest in protect
ing unpublished information,”
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Scoggin said the prosecu
tion likely will ask the judge to
review the pictures Monday be
fore it rests its case. He said
prosecutors probably would
recommend that the judge hold
the newspaper in contempt if it
fails to produce the photosι

he said.

The prosecution favors a fine
He said the decision should - against the newspaper itself

be made on a case-by-case ba
sis, and that in some cases the
county attorney’s office would

rather than incarceration for any

student or editor if found in con
tempt, Scoggin said.

Florida constitution powerless
to stop public officials snooping
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) —

The Florida Supreme Court says the
state constitution is powerless to
protect citizens against invasions of
privacy by public officials, even
when they’re acting outside official

boundaries.
The ruling came Thursday in
a case involving former stale rev
enue director Katie Tucker, who
was fired in 1990 after her bosses
determined she had used her of
fice to target a Tallahassee busi
nessman.
Don Resha sued Tucker after

UNF & FCCJ Location
11308 Beach Blvd. ∙ St. Johns Square Shopping Center
Next to the College Book Back

(904) 641 -6499
HOURS OF OPERATION: MON. - FRI. 9 a.m. - 10 p.m.
SAT. 10 a.m. -10 p.m. SUN. 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

she ordered an audit of his busi
nesses in 1988. Resha had ear
lier unsuccessfully challenged
Tucker’s husband, Dan Miller,
for the presidency of the Florida
AFL-CIO.
Resha, who ran a book store,
claimed he was defamed and his
privacy invaded by Tucker’s ac
cusations that he was involved
in drug smuggling, organized
crime, money laundering, arm
sales and pornography.
The trial jury sided with Resha
and awarded him $396,000 but
ruled that Tucker wasn’t acting

within the scope of her duties as
executive director of the Depart

ment of Revenue.
The Supreme Court decided
that Resha’s complaint wasn’t
covered by a state constitutional
protection against unwarranted
“governmental intrusion.” The
ruling overturned the jury ver

dict against Tucker.
“If a slate employee acts be
yond the scope of his or her du
ties, the employee’s actions
amount to individual intrusion
rather than governmental intru
sion,” Justice Charles Wells
wrotc.in a unanimous opinion.
Former Gov. Bob Martinez

and the Cabinet fired Tucker in
1990. That same year, she
pleaded no contest to a misde

meanor charge of attempted of
ficial misconduct and was sen
tenced to a year of probation.
A message seeking comment
from Tucker was not returned
Friday.
Her lawyer, Brian Duffy,
said Friday he had not spoken
with Tucker but he said he
wasn’t surprised by the ruling.
He said the court agreed with
his argument that the constitu

James Green, president of the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Florida, said the decision could be
“disastrous” if the court means that
all wrongs committed by state of

ficials are outside the scope of their

offices.
“This is a sad day for privacy
rights in Florida,” Green said.
Resha’s
lawyer,
Rick
Johnson, said he would proceed
with a civil rights claim in state
court and ask the state Supreme
Court for a rehearing.
“What this means is there’s
no situation where the privacy
amendment protects you from
anything,” Johnson said. “It pulls
all the teeth out of it.”
The ruling may free govern
ments from liability for the ac
tions of officials, but the stale’s
high court had little choice given
the jury’s verdict and the word
ing of the constitution, said
Florida Stale University law pro
fessor David Dickson.
Tucker had been in state gov
ernment for 23 years and was the

first woman to head a Cabinet-

tion applied to governments,

controlled agency when she was
became director of the Depart

not individuals.

ment of Revenue in June 1988.
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Morissette bri
By Brook Borowy
OF THE STAFF

Reporter

Could it be true? A UNF event

Morris Lary

drawing such a crowd that not one,
but three groups of eager would-be

Advisors

concert-goers were stopping ev
ery visitor to the will call booth

Doug Covey, Dr. Paula Neimeyer

asking for extra tickets?

Yes. Not since thousands of
Green Day-adoring punk fans sold

the Spinnakerwelcomes responsible commentaries and letters to the editor from
its readers. Letters must be signed and include the writer’s address and telephone
number. Names may be withheld upon request.
Send submissions to the Spinnaker, University of North Florida, 4567 St. Johns
Bluff Road South, Jacksonville, FL 32224. Letters may also be e-mailed to
spinaker@unf. edu via the Internet, America Online, CompuServe or Prodigy.

out the Arena last fall has an oncampus concert drawn as many
people as pop icon Alanis
Morissette did on∙Thursday night.

Single copy free, additional copies 25 cents each.

As might be expected, the
crowd was a bit more subdued
than Green Day’s. No mosh pit
formed (although the occasional

The budget wasn’t cut,
so where’s the money?

crowd surfer could be seen being
briefly tossed about like a beach

The 3 percent budget cut threatened last fall has not been enacted. That

means the Department of Student Affairs will not be losing the $120,000 that it

needs to run the counseling center. So where is the money going? To Academic
Affairs for instructional purposes. Who stole the students’ money? UNF

The four questions ofabortion

President Adam Herbert.

tody be equally divided?

We feel that the money should be going to fund items that were not

omnm

previously covered by Student Affairs. By redirecting the funds to Academic

Scenario: Man and Woman have consen

before AIDS scared the pants back on every
body, and you won’t see much of them after it

sual sex. Not using birth control (or at least, not becomes a page of medical history. Sure, there

Affairs, Herbert has effectively taken the students’ money and made us pay for

enough), they develop a pregnancy. They have

the honor. We do not enjoy paying for things the slate should be funding. We

fairchoices— l)theymayagreeeithertohave incurable, but we had all those before, and that
the baby, 2) they may agree to have an abortion, didn’t stop people from humping like bedbugs

should not need to put our health fees into paying for a counseling center that

heretofore was covered by Student Affairs. These people do not seem quite so
kind now.

The Fifth Column
by Morris Lary
Yesterday marked the anniversary of the

was announced. This is a simple soulution, but very effective. Where did the

Roe v. Wade decision. Half the nation cel
ebrated. Half the nation mourned.
The debate has never died. Contingents
billing themselves as Pro-choice or Pro-lifestill

funding for the “instructional purposes” in Academic Affairs come from

petition and protest to bring the laws of the land

before? Why is it not coming from there anymore? Student fees were not always

in line with their beliefs.

What we feel would be fair and reasonable is the reconvening of the Fee
Assesment Committee, and putting things back the way they were before the cut

the source of income for this area of the university, were they?

Only the Fee Assessment Committee can set things right. They can only
complete this task if reconvened. Who reconvenes them? Herbert, the man who

took the funds.

UNF food options anything but diverse

we want more. What do we want? A full-fledged franchise on site. Is this too

much to ask?
Another disturbing factor of the Chick-Fil-A situation is the price. They
charge $2.55 for either a chicken sandwich or nuggets. To get a garden burger

combo at the Boathouse costs only $2.99, and that includes fries and a drink.
Mariott is asking those who want a new culinary experience to pay through the
nose.
We are college students, and cannot afford to pay as though money is a fast

food product. It’s a shame we have to settle for such a lean menu, when the

offerings are anything but diverse.

write to us write to us write to us write

to us write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us write

to us write to us write to us write to us
write.to us write to us write to us write
to us write to us write to us write to us
write to us write to us write to us write

to us write to us write to us write to us

write to us write to us write to us write

mighty old.

decides she wants to be a mother. She has the

multiple fams of birth-control, there would
still be unwanted pregnancies. No birth-control
will ever be 100 percent, and there will, Γm

innocence, population control, the wwd ofGod

afraid, always be rape and incest What do we
gated for the next 18 years.
Why the difference?
say about these cases?
We cling to the medieval idea that preg
Fα these, we are back to square one—we
nancy is something men “do” to women. This must decide if abortiαι is right a wrong, mur
colors our view of fetal custody. Man is villain, der a medicine. We must ask question four is
woman is victim. Hence, Man, his 50 percent il human?

The first question: authority. Whcthef we,

rabbit just out of reach. We see the sign, we taste what amounts to samples, and

4) Reverse the last scene. Man decides he is

both sides, I’ve seen peopleclinging hard to the
reality they want, wrappingthemsclves in rheto
ric —the oppression of women, the murder of

as a group, decide abortion is right or wrong
means nothingifwedecide society-at-large has

Orange Park Kennel Club plays with the greyhounds, dangling an electronic

all the blame and none of the options gets

Of course, even if everyone had and used

Courtyard Cafe. The only choices offered are a chicken sandwich or chicken

With only three selections to choose from and one place to choose them in,

She may refuse, and abort. End of story.

not ready. Abortion, he would say. Woman

nuggets. If the mood is festive, a Chick-Fil-A cup of Chick-Fil-A lemonade may

we feel that Marriott is playing with students, faculty and staff in the same way

—with nary a condom in sight—throughout
3)Womandecidesagainsthavingthechild, the Sexual Revolution. Frankly, I wouldn’t
but Man wants it “Have the child,” he might want to be holding Trojan stock the day the
say, “I will cover all expenses. I will take AIDS cure hits the streets.
I hope someone has wrestled that male
custody of the child with no obligation on you.
birth-control pill from the FDA by then. Having
Involvement in its life will be your option.”
OR:

Yet debate may be the wrong word. On

—but not asking serious questions about abor
tion itself.
Marriott has seen fit to include two outside vendors into student meal plan
Well, I have questions, four of them. Four
options, and they did a great job with Domino’s Pizza. Chick-Fil-A, however,
items—what if sand maybe s—I think need
is a different story.
to be seriously ∞nsidered ifwe’re ever going to
The only place to get the mall franchise’s offerings here on campus is at the resolve the issue of abortion.

be in order. Where are those cool waffle french fries?

will still be other diseases, at least one (Herpes)

no jurisdiction to enact our reasoning. “Stop
telling women what to do with their own bod
ies” has been a catch phrase of the debate, and
to decide this issue, we need to know where
governmental authority ends.
As it happens, there arealready anumberof
uncontested laws which do tell people what
they can do with their own bodies. I cannot, for
instance, display certain parts of my body pub
licly. I cannot inhale, ingest, or inject certain
substances into my body. I cannot take my body
into a restricted area, or a stranger’s private
residence. I can no longer lay my body down to
sleep on public benches (anti-vagrancy laws,
you know).
The catch phrase is indefensible, because,
when you get right down to it, all laws are about
what you can do with your own body (I have yet
to read an ordinance establishing no-fly zones
for the soul). Whatever we the people decide,
we the people have the authority to enact.
Question two: custody. The law can have
an input. Who else can?
An unfertilized egg is the woman’s tissue.
Handsdown.Noquestion. But what aboutafter
its head-on collision with a little wiggly? The
fertilized egg (zygote) carries a unique DNA
code distinct from, albeit based on, the DNA
codes of its donors. It is no longer a cell of the
woman, nor has it become a cell of the man. Il
is a cell of itself, and itself alone.
So who owns it?
If a zygote were external, laid like a bird’s
egg after fertilization, we might fall more natu
rally to the dual-custody view. If it were carried
inside the male, we would likely reverse our
current view of who has which rights. As il is,
a quirk of evolution has placed il inside the
woman. Is that, alone, enough to make il hers?
Or should we consider DNA — men and
women each contribute an equal number of
chromosomes to the fetus, 50-50. Should cus

child.
Man, who didn’t want parenthood, is obli

contribution to fetal DNA notwithstanding, has
no say. Woman may indulgehim ifshechooses,
but no one blames her ifshe doesn’t The public
view is not so kind to men who disavow
fatherhood (granted, the one case is about a
fetus; the other, an undisputed living child, but
a great inequality still exists).
One argument used to support abortion is
that an unwanted pregnancy can derail a
woman’s life. Well, it can do the same for a
man, whether the woman wants the pregnancy
or not Whatever we decide about abortion,
custody—and accountability—cannot be so
unevenly distributed for a mutual act
Question three: necessity. Millionsof abor
tions have been performed, but how many have
been essential?
Terminating a life-threatening pregnancy
is necessary, without question, and is on solid
enough moral ground that they need no further
discussion. Beyond that barring rape/incest
cases, one must admit that pregnancy is not a
bolt from the blue. It’s a consequence, and a

wholly preventable one.
Pills.IUDs.Spamicides.NorplanL Women
have more birth control options than you can
shake a stick aL Singly they may fail, but in
conjunction with each other (and especially in

But before we proceed, let me add a side
note: if abαtion is judged as wrong, society
must accept the burden ofchildren sired by rape
and incest A woman may be accountable fα
her own deeds, but na fa deeds faced upon
her. Such children, as I see it, are the responsi
bility — moral and financial—of the society
which mandates their birth.
Question four humanity. This is the big
one.
What defines a human being? Is ita unique
DNA code? The fetus carries one from the
moment of conception. If we could read and
decode thalDNA strand, wecouldknow future
height weight hair color, eye cola, relative
health, intelligence and a chunk of personality.
Enough, in short, to write a personal ad. Is il
enough to be human?
Let’s say we don’t feel that a single-cell is
human, DNA aside. We need more. Well, as the
soul doesn’t show up on a sonagram (“Con

gratulations, Mrs. Smith. It’s a saint...”), we
must seek to attach the concept of humanity to
the physical world of anatomy.
This is a dangerous game. We play it
already with the ideasof“manhood”and“womanhood” (“Boys become men when they get

this. Girls become women when they get these
light of recent studies which greatly narrow the ...” — abstract concepts, tied to the pubescent
window of conception), they could make un development of body parts).
There’s a trap hidden in this — if the
wanted pregnancy a rare thing indeed. We
could make these available more easily and anatomy goes, the concept goes with it A man
cheaply. So why aren’t our energies going may suffer a crises of identity if he loses his
“manhood” (e.g., John Bobbit). Ditto fα a
there?
Formy money,if you arcnTsceking to litter woman enduring a double-mastectomy. The
the world with birth-control options, you’re not flesh that held their ideals of gender is gone.
pro-choicc (hence the word choice). If you They are forced, suddenly, to fill that void.
If we put the idea of “humanity” on that
aren’t demanding new and boiler pills, or a
Norplant without side effects, you’re kidding same stage, it could come back to haunt us. Any

yourself about your ideology. You’re on a

tests we apply to the fetus, we will eventually

political abortion bandwagon, not a pro-choicc apply to ourselves.
Suppose we thought humanity depended
crusade.

For that matter, where is the male pill?

upon having arms. A few years back, a young

Where is the male implant? Men have exactly
one non-invasive option — the condom. And
let’s bcrcalistic: you didn’tsecmuchofcondoms

see ABORTION, page 5
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The views expressed in signed opinion columns and letters to the editor represent the opinions of the
individual authors and do not necessarily represent the opinion of the Spinnaker, its staff members, or
the University of North Florida. We welcome letters from students, faculty, and the local community.
Please include a name and telephone number on a typewritten copy one week prior to publication.
Names will be withheld by request. Anonymous submissions will notbe considered for publication. The
Spinnaker does not guarantee publication of submitted materials.

12 Monk
By Morris Lary
OF THE STAFF

I’ve always been a fan of di

rector Terry Gilliam. Gilliam, if
you don’t know, was the Ameri
can in theold Monty Python tr∞p,
the guy who did all that wacko

animation. Post-Python, he’s

turned out some of the best bi
zarre epics ever to hit theaters

(Time Bandits,Brazil, The Fisher
King). So, when I heard about his
upcoming time-travel movie 72

Monkeys, I was stoked to the gills.
I knew it was going to be good.
And dark.
It was.
The story starts thirty years
into a plague-devastated future.
The surviving one percent of hu

mankind has retreated under
ground to escape the virus which
killed five billion people in 1996.

Lions and bears roam the deserted

streets above, while the survivors
below suffer under a soulless re
gime that would have given
George Orwell himself night-

Geoιge Bv
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) — After years of poking
fun at his age in the spotlight,

George Burns spent his 100th
birthday Saturday at home with
a private audience — his family.
No celebration was planned,
said the comedian’s manager,
Irving Fein. “George is the same
as he was a week ago. He is
weak, and he’s not eating much.
He’ll just take it easy today.”
Still, the century mark wasn’t
going by unnoticed.

ACROSS
46 Variable stars
1 Ice cream
50 EPA concern
51 Sam Weller’s
quantity
employer
5 Tucker’s
54 Half a
partner
vitamin
8 “Wheel of
deficiency?
Fortune”
55 Road map
option
abbr.
12 Inter —
56 Metallic
13 Mined find
fabric
14 Beach resort
15 Mountaineers’ 57 Puts two
and two
tools
together
17 Computer
58 Catcher’s
symbol
place?
18 Lapdogs,
59 “Citizen Kane’
briefly
allusion
19 Equipment
21 “— she blows!" DOWN
1 Theater
24 M∞n vehicle
producer
25 Injection,
Joseph
informally
28 Projection-room 2 Rival of
Bjom
item
3 Notch
30 Com serving
33
Blue?”
4 Start liking
34 Fussing
5 “Let's Make
over trifles
a Deal”
35 “— Lazy River"
option
36 Singer Davis
6 Dander
37 Shoestring
7 No. 1
38 Gush forth
8 Pizza
39 Chiang—shek
serving
41 Newsman
9
Restorative
Sevareid
10 Billy of rock
43 Posse’s guns
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Get the college experience Abortion issue raises questions
founder of a student organization.

from page 4

Let’s say you want to join an existing club but

On My Mind...
by Mike Goldin

don’t know where to start. Try reading the posted

man lost both arms in a farming accident, crawled to a

flyers on bulletin boards around campus. These usu

phone and dialed 911 with a pencil in his mouth. Suppose

ally contain the most up-to-date information about

that they, not legally recognizing him as human, hung up.

what is going on around campus.

To evaluate abortion, we must define the humanity of
the fetus, and we must have a criteria that actually reflects

its development
So let’s pick one, making sure that we’re willing to be

held up to it ourselves:

Ridiculous, perhaps, to take things so literally? Re

Is it when the heart and bain develop (two weeks)?

Another way to get involved is to run for

member that “masculinity” rides upon an average one-

When the heartbeat begins (three weeks)? When the bain

Are you involved in your college education? That

Student Senate. Generally there are some seats

doesn’t mean studying and talking to teachers, it

open, and you can be appointed to those, but if you

and-a-quarter ounces of reproductive tissue. Observe how
literally that's taken.

becomes electrically active (six weeks)? When the sympa
thetic nervous system develops, enabling it to feel pain

means joining campus clubs and taking a leadership

want to serve for the entire year, you must run for

A more down-to-earth example: Could we define

role.

office. The SGA decides where your money goes,

humanity asastateofphysical independence—that is, the
ability to live and breath withoutaide?Theargumentcould

(nine weeks)?

Which of these, if any, mark the beginning of human

Not only is it fun, but it helps show that you are

and fights for student rights. Meetings are alter

a well-rounded individual on your resume. There
are an amazing number of groups to choose from,
including those in your major, such as PRSSA
(Public Relations Students Society of America)

nate Fridays at 4 p.m. The next meeting will be on
Feb.. 2.
The Student Programming Board is always look
ing for individuals who want to help run entertain

As it stands, we hide behind the medical convenience

women with uncertain futures — or to the young men,

for communications majors, or Phi Beta Lambda

ment events and lectures that they produce through

of “trimesters,” which have no connection to us as adults.

bearing the burdens of fatherhood without the rights.

for business majors.

out the year. The recent Alanis Morissette concert

But what is the difference, really, between the fetus in the

Answering a few questions won’t help all the lost and

was an SPB event. The Board is an arm of SGA.

last two days of the first trimester and the first two days of

frightened, or still the tempest of the abortion debate.

There are also a large number of special inter
est clubs. If you are interested in the martial arts,

Athletics are another way to become a part of the

you can join the Judo Club, the Kung Fu and

campus. Either through the clubs listed above, or

Karate Weaponry Club, the Tae Kwon Do Club, or

through other sports such as Lacrosse, club sports and

the United Shotokan Karate Club. There is a club

intermurals are a great way to meet people and get fit

here for nearly every interest.

at the same time. Another idea is to join a team and

What if there isn’t something out there for
you? At UNF it’s easy to start your own club, all
you need is a small number of start-up members, a
constitution and-a nondiscrimination policy. For
this effort you will receive funding from the school.
This looks even better on a resume, being the

play in the NCAA division II.
Another great idea would be to attend the
volunteer day, on January 25, from 10:30a.m. to
2p.m. in the courtyard. The volunteer center
personel will set you up with all the information

be made, then, that thefetus—dependant upon the woman

— is not human.

ity? Which one, if lost would mark the end? We must
eventually decide.

Those are my four questions. Even if we could answer

Is Christopher Reeve?

them, I know, it would mean little to the young pregnant

the second?

But you have to start somewhere.

Corrections:
The Spinnaker corrects all errors offact. If you know of such an error please contact Tom Kopacz
at 646-2727.

you need to start helping others today.

ENVIRONMENTAL GROWTH
MANAGEMENT FELLOWSHIPS
Florida Atlantic University is offering prestigious fellowships, through the FAU∕FIU Joint Center for
Environment and Urban Problems, for students interested in EnvironmenιGrowih Managemenι(EGM),
I CM fellow: todv for the masterdegree in public adminιstratior ~*,rban ι nd regional planning in
pi pufanon for this positions in the public,private, and non-profit sectors. Fellows who pursue the
full-tim∙ four remesl< Master of Public Administration (MPa program receive $14,000. The
NASPAAaccredited MPA program offers a social curriculum in the administrative, political,
tonomic and ∣egal aspects ofGrowtnN anagement Γ Towswho pursue thefull-time five semester
Master of Urban and Regional Planning (MURP) program receive $17,500. The PAB-accredited
MURE curriculum is focused on the values associated with growth management within a democratic
society and the growing importance of high technology. The MPA and the MURP programs are
offered through the allege of Urban and Public Affairs Th Collegers located at the Heart ol t he
South Florida region. This d; ⅛amic regipp is on the leading edge of growth management practice and

research. The FAU/FIU Joint Center for Environment and Urban Problems is a national leader in the
development and implementation of growth management systems. For further information and
application materials call or write: Office of Academic S uppσrt, College of Urban and Public Affairs,
Florida Atlantic University, University Tower, 228 S.E. 2nd Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
33301, phone number (934 )769-5659 Application deadline is February 24 1996
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THE PLACE MARKED
WITH THE "X"... WE’RE
RIGHT OVER ∣T1 .

FLASH, MAYSE
THERE’S NOTHIN’
DOWN THERE; MAYBE
THE ONLY THING
THAT "X" MARKS... J

I DOU ST THAT,
CHARLIE. AND
SO DO YOU.

IS A MEETIN
PLACE.

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

Sir Richard says:
Your Cothix
MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

could be ι

hereI

All ya gotta do is bring a sample by Spinnaker offices in Club Commons,
and ask for Sir Richard Kinklestipe. If he’s not there, leave it in the in box,
with your name and phone number, and we’ll get back to you soon.
R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND
THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

Features

the Spinnaker
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bortion
DS scared the pants back on everyyou won’t see much of them after ft
ι pageof medical history. Sure, there
5 other diseases, at least one (Herpes)
but we had all those before, and that

) people from humping like bedbugs
ιry a condom in sight—throughout
ιl Revolution. Frankly, I wouldn’t
e holding Trojan stock the day the
e hits the streets.
s someone has wrestled that male
rolpill from the FDAby then. Having
ame and none of the options gets

Morissette brings raw edge and a packed house to Arena
By Brook Borowy
OF THE STAFF

Could it be true? A UNF event

drawing such a crowd that not one,
but three groups of eager would-be
concert-goers were stopping ev
ery visitor to the will call b∞th

ball before inevitably finding his
way either to the security guards
up front or the fl∞r below), but the
fans were no less enthusiastic. Once

and retakes which serve as the
crutches that are many artist’s
only means of pulling off a good
performance. (If you attended

the lights went down the crowd
stampeded to the stage and formed
a writhing nucleus that was impen

Ice Cube’s show at last year’s
Nest Fest, which you probably

asking for extra tickets?

etrable to all except the most deter

Yes. Not since thousands of
Green Day-adoring punk fans sold
out the Arena last fall has an oncampus concert drawn as many
people as pop icon Alanis
Morissette did on∙Thursday night.
As might be expected, the
crowd was a bit more subdued
than Green Day’s. No mosh pit
formed (although the occasional
crowd surfer could be seen being

mined. Many a young lady danced,

briefly tossed about like a beach

OF THE STAFF

After all, one must remember
that one record, highly endorsed
by MTV and radio stations na

Gone was the polished sound of

tion wide, does not a career make.

enough tickets for the photogra

her record, with the over-dubs

Although I had heard only the

I’ve always been a fan of di
rector Terry Gilliam. Gilliam, if
you don’t know, was the Ameri
can in the old Monty Python troop,
the guy who did all that wacko

animation. Post-Python, he’s
turned out some of the best bi
zarre epics ever to hit theaters
(Time Bandits, Brazil, The Fisher
King). So, when I heard about his

12 Monkeys
Director: Terry Gilliam

— he cries, he drools (a lot), he
bounces like an eight-year-old
when he likes a song on the radio.
In most scenes, he’s more pathetic

Our Grade: B+

than heroic. Gilliam’s visions of
the future and present are bleak

___________________________________

mares.

ward. It s not.

Enter James Cole (Bruce

Monkeys, I was stoked to the gills.

Willis), a convict who, because of
his legal status, is “volunteered”

(“Science is not an exact science
with these clowns,” quips one fu

to travel back in time to Decem

ture survivor) — Cole winds up in

1990, way t∞ early for his ap
pointed task. He also quickly finds
himself in an asylum, where he
meets the Manson-esque lunatic
Jeffrey (Brad Pitt, sporting off-

that remind you just how good

killed five billion people in 1996.

plague — it’s already happened,

kilter brown contacts) and a sym

they both really are.

Lions and bears roam the deserted

after all—but he can get a sample

pathetic psychologist, played sol

streets above, while the survivors

of the pure virus, which may help

idly by Madeleine Stowe.

below suffer under a soulless re

the scientists of his time eradicate

And as if things weren’t fouled

gime that would have given
George Orwell himself night-

the plague and “put mankind on
top again.” It sounds straightfor-

up enough. Cole may or may not
be genuinely crazy.

mankind has retreated under

the Twelve Monkeys.

de if abortion is right or wrong, murdicinc. We must ask question four is

andates their birth.

tion four humanity. This is the big
tdefinesahuman being? Is ita unique
de? The fetus carries one from the

of conception. If we could read and
ιatDNA strand, we could know future
weight, hair color, eye color, relative

itell igence and a chunk of personality,
in short, to write a personal ad. Is it

D be human?
$ say we don’t fed that a single-cell is
)NAaside.Weneed more. Well,as the
sn’t show up on a sonagram (“Con-

But it’s a good downer movie.
The visuals are stunningly,
creepily real. The plot has more
twists than a plate of spaghetti,
and there’s just enough uncer
tainty to keep you wondering

stop the

The surviving one percent of hu

∏ιoral and financial—of the society

nightmares. And, of course, there’s
that five billion dead thing.

about Cole’s grip on reality.
Willis (usually under-rated) and
Pitt (usually over-glamored) put
in mind-blowing performances

these cases?
∣ese, we are back to square one—we

deeds, but not for deeds forced upon
ι children, as I see it, are the responsi-

For starters, their accuracy
leaves something to be desired

for a very special assignment —

ber, 1996, just before the plague,
and locate its source, believed to
be something called the Army of

■pt the burden ofchildren sired by rape
L A woman may be accountable for

pher and myself.”

downer movie. Bruce Willis is no
cool, wise-cracking tough guy here

Starring: Bruce Willis, Brad Pitt, Madeleine
Stowe and Christopher Plummer

upcoming time-travel movie 12

It was.
The story starts thirty years
into a plague-devastated future.

bation is judged as wrong, society

music’s raw edge is just the touch
a young singer needs to keep
from being a flash in the pan.

Make no mistake — this is a
,

orms of birth-control, there would
vantcd pregnancies. Nobirth-control

∣efore we proceed, let me add a side

as a special treat, her encore in

cluded a song she had never before
performed in front of a crowd,
“Can’t Not.”
All in all, the thousands of
visitors that graced our campus
Thursday night left in high spirits,
having received their money’s
worth. All, perhaps, except for the
three groups of people to whom I
had to say, “No, sorry, I only have

screamed or sang along from atop
the shoulders of a male counter
part. Even the casual observers
who kept to the outskirts of the
fl∞r gave off the aura excitement
that can only be found in a massive
gathering of like minds.
As for Morissette, she too
seemed to be in her element.

By Morris Lary

I knew it was going to be good.
And dark.

>

album is terrible. With only two
guitarists, a bassist and a drum
mer, however, Morissette
sounded better than ever. The

Know” to “One Hand In My
Pocket,” Morissette wowed the
crowd with all their favorites. Also,

12 Monkeys looks into dark future

1
urse, even if everyone had and used

be 100 percent, and there will, Γm
∕ayS Lc rape and incest What do we

didn’t, you understand what I
mean). This is not to say the

songs played on the radio, I feel
secure in saying that she covered
her material completely. From the
ever-popular “I Want You To

ground to escape the virus which

Now, Cole

can’t

OK, if you’re used to never-a-

bad-hair-day heroes and schlappyhappy endings, you might not want
to see 12 Monkeys. But if you love

a good dark epic, don’t miss it.

George Burns crosses the century mark
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.
(AP) — After years of poking

ace planned to display an hour

fun at his age in the spotlight,

long “Happy Birthday” message

“George Bums’ knowing smile

Christmas party. Two weeks ago,

George Burns spent his 100th

on its 70-foot tall electronic mar

and dry wit have touched the hearts

he stopped his daily trips to his

birthday Saturday at home with

quee to its long-time headliner.

and funny bones of three genera

Hollywood office and to the Hillcrest

a private audience — his family.

Burns had to cancel sold-out

tions,” President Clinton and Hillary

Country Club to play bridge.

No celebration was planned,

birthday performances at Caesars

Rodham Clinton said in a statement.

Instead of receiving gifts for

because of frail health.

“His youthful attitude, now a
century old, ∞ntinues to inspire us
today. We send him all our best on
this happy occasion,” the Clintons

his 100th, Bums decided to give

said the comedian’s manager,
Irving Fein. “George is the same
as he was a week ago. He is
weak, and he’s not eating much.
He’ll just take it easy today.”

Still, the century mark wasn’t
going by unnoticed.

In Las Vegas, Caesar’s Pal

On cable, the American
Movie Classics channel showed

comedy shorts of Burns and his
late wife, Gracie Allen. Burns’
movie, Oh, God! was shown on

superstation WGN.

Birthday wishes also came from
the White House.

said.

Bums, who uses a wheelchair to
get around, suffered injuries from a

bathtub fall last year and caught the

flu after attending Frank Sinatra’s

one: a hefty donation to Cedars-

Sinai Medical Center to create the

George Bums and Gracie Allen
Research Institute, that coincided
with a birthday dinner Tuesday

that Bums was unable to attend.

Top 10 Singles
1. Mariah Carey and Boyz II Men “One Sweet Day”
(Columbia) Last Week: No. 1
2. The Beatles “Free As A Bird” (Apple/Capitol) No. 11
3. Whitney Houston “Exhale (Shoop Shooop)” (Arista)
No. 3
4. LL Cool J “Hey Lover" (Def Jam/RAL/Island) No. 4
5. Everything But The Girl “Missing” (Atlantic) No. 6
6. Goo Goo Dolls “Metal Blade” (Warner) No. 5
7. Joan Osborne “One Of Us” (Blue Gorilla/Mercury)
No. 9
8. Bootie and The Blowfish “Time” (Atlantic) No. 8
9. Coolio “Too Hot” (Tommy Boy) No. 23
10. Brandy “Sittin’ Up In My Room" (Arista) No. 28

Top C&W Singles
1. Faith Hill “It Matters To Me” (Warner) Last Week:
No. 1

2. Tim McGraw “Can’t Be Really Gone” (Curb) No. 2
3. Clint Black “Life Gets Away” (RCA) No. 3
4. Pam Tillis “Deep Down” (Arista) No. 4
5. Shania Twain “(If You’re Not In It For Love) Γm
Outta Here” (Mercury/Nashville) No. 7
6. Terri Clark “When Boy Meets Girl” (Mercury/Nash
ville) No. 8
7. John Michael Montgomery “Cowboy Love” (Atlan
tic Album Cut) No. 9
8. Tracy Byrd “Love Lessons” (MCA) No. 10
9. Doug Supernaw “Not Enough Hours In The Night”
(Giant) No. 15
10. Jeff Carson “The Car” (MCA) No. 1

This Week In History
On January 25,1787, farmers plagued by debt in Mas
sachusetts staged Shays’s Rebellion which failed on this
date... January 24,1848, gold was discovered in Califor
nia, causing the Gold Rush wherein some 80,000 prospec
tors emigrated there ... January 28, 1878, the first
commercial telephone exchange opened in New Haven,
Conn. ... January 22, 1903, the treaty between the U.S.
and Colombia to have the U.S. dig the Panama Canal was
signed, but then rejected by Colombia ... January 25,
1915, the first transcontinental telephone talk, between
New York and San Francisco, t∞k place by Alexander
Graham Bell and Thomas A. Watson... January 22,1932,
the Reconstruction Finance Corp, was established to
stimulate banking and business since there were 12 million
unemployed people as a result of the Depression ...
January 23,1968, North Korea seized the U.S.S. Pueblo
with its 83-man crew in the Sea of Japan ... January 26,
1971, 36-year-old Charles Manson and three of his fol
lowers were found guilty of first-degree murder in the
1969 murders of actress Sharon Tate and six other people
... January 22,1973, the Supreme Court ruled 7-2, in Roe
v. Wade, that a state may not prevent a woman from having
an abortion during the first three months of pregnancy and
that a state could regulate but not prohibit abortion during
the second trimester... January 27,1973, four-party Viet
nam peace agreements were signed in Paris... January 27,
1973, the end of the military draft was announced ...
January 28,1986, moments after liftoff, the space shuttle
Challenger exploded, killing six astronauts and a New
Hampshire teacher, Christa McAuliffe ... January 25,
1993, President Bill Clinton appointed his wife, Hillary
Rodham Clinton, head of a task force on health-care
reform ... January 24, 1995, in his State of the Union
address, President Clinton echoed GOP calls for a small,
more efficient federal government and called for tax cuts
to stimulate savings and for parents of college students;
backed an increase in the minimum wage; and renewed his
support for welfare and health-care reform... January 24,
1995, in the Republican response to the president’s ad
dress, Governor Christie Todd Whitman of N.J. said that
the nationwide Republican revolution had been led by
Republican governors who had cut taxes and spending and
who had taken on the “tyranny of expanding welfare state
policies.”

ons, Mrs. Smith. It’s a saint...”), we

k to attach the concept of humanity to
icaι world of anatomy.
, is a dangerous game. We play it

viththeideasoΓ,manhood,,andl*wom-

’ (“Boys become men when they gel
1« become women when they get these
bstract concepts, tied to the pubescent

ment of body parts).
re’s a trap hidden in this — if the
p goes, the concept goes with it A man
Bfer a crises of identity if he loses his

od” (e.g., John Bobbit). Ditto for a
enduring a double-mastectomy. The

it held their ideals of gender is gone,
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)posc we thought humanity depended
tving arms. A few years back, a young

see ABORTION, page 5
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Variable stars
ACROSS
4
50
1 Ice cream
f EPA concern
51
quantity
- Sam Weller’s
employer
5 Tucker’s
partner
- 54 Haifa
vitamin
8 “Wheel of
deficiency?
Fortune”
option
- 55 Road map
12 Inter —
ι abbr.
56 Metallic
13 Mined find
14 Beach resort
ι fabric
57
15 Mountaineers’ ■ Puts two
and two
tools
together
17 Computer
58
Catcher
’s
symbol
∙
place?
18 Lapdogs,
briefly
, 59 “Citizen Kane”
allusion
19 Equipment
21 “— she blows!”• DOWN
1 Theater
24 Moon vehicle
producer
25 Injection,
Joseph
informally
28 Projection-room1 2 Rival of
Bjorn
item
3 Notch
30 Com serving
33
Blue?”
4 Start liking
34 Fussing
5 “Let’s Make
over trifles
w
a Deal”
35
Lazy River”
option
36 Singer Davis
6 Dander
37 Shoestring
7 No. 1
38 Gush forth
8 Pizza
39 Chiang—shek
serving
41 Newsman
9
Restorative
Sevareid
10 Billy of rock
43 Posse’s guns

11 Christie title
end
16 Bat wood
20 Partner in
crime
22 Battle cry?
23 General land
survey,for
short
25 Scenery chewer
26 Singer Sumac
27 “America’s
Sweetheart”
29 He just gets
by
31 Parrot
32 Unrefined
34 Ballet bend
38 Sullen looks
40 West —, Wis.
42 Squid squirt
43 McEntire
ofC&W
44 On the rocks
45 Practice
pugilism
47 Centrifuge
insert
48 Pinnacle
49 Timetable,
briefly
52 Trellis
twiner
53 Average grade

Find at least six differences in details between panels.

Want answers to life’s
questions? Ask a guru.
Want answers to this
puzzle7See page 9
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Fax 928-3964 to reserve your free CLAS5∣FI

) ADS! Space is limited! First come,

first serve!

CLASS FIED ADS
Greek Corner
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority invites you to participate in
our spring Rush. Get involved on campus and make
friends that will last a lifetime. Call 221-3379 for details.
DELTA SIGMA PI - Schedule of Events
January:
23 (Tuesday)
Pizza Party, Boathouse, 12:00-1:30p.m.

24(Wednesday) & 30(Tuesday)
Professional Speaker, Bldg 14 Theater, East Hall,
7:00p.m.
February:
1 (Thursday)
Informal Social; Boathouse, 7:00-8:30p m.
10(Saturday)
Fall Social,Location & Time TBA

Individuals who require reasonable accommodation in
order to participate, must notify AmyToney at998-0115

Clubs

JMC and the UNF Jazz Department present “Beat Those
Monday Morning Blues" Jazz Service. Where? Bldg. 14 Rms
1603 & 1604. When? Sundays at 8p.m. Dates Jan. 21, Feb.
25, march 17, and April 28

Jacksonville Campus Ministry “Bible and Brunch" Every
Tuesday at 11a.m. in Apt. B-203. Any questions? Call 928
3109 or 744-3466 Come join us!

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Weekly Activities Small
Groups Tuesday 7 8 30pm F 106, Wednesday 7
8.30p m Y 2225, Thursday 7:30 9p m F 208 Prayer
Meetings Monday 5:30p m Club Commons Friday
12(noon) the Green. More info 928 3062, 928 3114

Announcements
FREE T-SHIRT
+$1000
Credit Card fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
group Any campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping S5.00∕VISA application
Call 1 800 932 0528 ext. 65, Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRTS.

Need a baby-sitter? Fax an ad for free to 928-3964

Roommates

For Sale

Female n/s roommate desired in January for a 3 bedroom
Baymeadows condo on golf course/water hole, W/D. Conve
nient to UNF, Southpoint, and the Avenues $225 + utilities.
Leave message at 636-5416.

NEED A RIDE- To/From UNF and Hidden Hills Area(Ft.
Caroline Rd. & Monument Rd.) Will Pay. Need ride both was,
days Monday-Friday, But will be grateful forany day or either
way you can accommodate. Call Shawn at 641-5400.

R∞m for rent with private bath and sliding door to patio and
pond. W/D, cable TV, and utilities included. Five minutes from
UNF, very quiet. $100 deposit and $220 per month, female
preferred, 998-7753.

Listen Up! Music in Fernandina Beach. New and used tapes,
CDs, books on tape. 205 1/2 Centre Street, (904) 277-9666

R∞mmate wanted for 2/2 bath, very nice, quiet, five minutes
from UNF. Cable TV, W/D, and utilities included. $200 deposit
and $300 per month, female preferred 998-7753.

Commuting between Palatka and UNF Tuesdays, Thurs
days and Saturdays. Carpooling desired. Call J. P.
Deschenes, (904) 325-2811.

HELP WANTED. Needed gymnastic instructor part time or
full-time tor pre-school girls classes Please call First Coast
Gymnastics at 260 1983

Typing Services

R∞mmate wanted to share 2 bedroom, 1 bath duplex in
Jacksonville Beach. Fully furnished (except bedroom), W/D,
excellent Innation, quiet, safe Must he reliable, neat, and
mature! $200 deposit (can be 2 payments), $200 month + 1/
2 utilities and phone Call John at 241-0158
House to share, close to UNF, completely furnished room
in nice house Mostly quite but not stuffy $300/mo
includes all utilities Call 641 5976 all calls returned
Room for rent $175/mo 1/3 utilities near UNF and FCCJ
nonsmoker preferred Call 724 1722

Typing Service Term papers* etc Pick up and deliver, if
needed 645 3480

Apt for rent at Silver Springs One bedroom Townhome
Need someone to take over lease from Feb 1 st to the end ot
August Call Mark at 641 2094

Papers and Projects typed quickly and accurately. Laser
printer and color printer. Call Kelly at 745 1782

Mardaππ, Furnished 1 bedroom 2 story, washer/dryer, tele
phone, cable, k∕p, non smoker, $300, 1/3 utilities, 268 3422

Typing by Michelle - Experienced APA Typist Theses,
dissertations, term papers, correspondence, resumes
Professional work guaranteed Word processing ser
vices Beaches 246-0378

Large one bedroom, furnished with private bath and large
balcony facing ocean $400.00/month includes all utilities
Call Carol or Vince @ (904) 246 5931

Reasonable prices - reports, letters, word processing,
spreadsheets Letter quality printing Pick-up and Delιv
ery 24 hour turnaround services. Call Sharon McPherson
at 744 3786

Child Care

Professional Typing Service - Top quality laser printer,
computer disks, low rates Call Lois King at 745-4091 or 949
0180 (pager on campus) Student discounts available.

Yoga Retreat Feb. 2-4 cost $50 includes 3 Scrumptious
vegetarian meals, room and sessions. Programs Hatha
Yoga, nutrition, meditation, communication skills, getting
involved lecture, and Team Quest(Dream interpretation),
call (407)-725-4024 for info.

Help Wanted
UNF Surf Club presents 70,s Party @ the Purgatory
on Beach BLVD January 25, Thursday, 9.00p m $2
Cover helps the Surf club stay alive

Term papers/Projects/Resumes typed within 24 hours. Call
262-2130 and ask for Jean.

Female, Single, Non-Smoking Roommate, needed to share
living expenses w/tamily in large fiome
San Jose/
Baymeadows are?
Deposit/References required. (737
6004)

For sale: 1981 Honda Accord, low mileage, runs great! 4
door sedan, AT, AC $800. 886-9556
For Sale: 1991 3br∕2ba 1655 sq ft. — two car garage with
fireplace overlooking a beautiful pond with a great view. Well
kept, nested in a very quiet, almost no thru traffic neighbor
hood — 4363 Lake Woodbourne Drive South. Call 359-341
(day) or 443-6042 (night)
Broadcast Journalism (RTV 3000) books for sale! Work
book (new) $20. Nightly Horrors $5. American Lit. I $20.
American Lit. II (like new) $24. Ceramics $15. Also have
books for Magazine Feature Writing. Call Denise 723-3970.

Cheap! Social Psychology (Baron & Byrne) 7th edition
$31 The Practice of Social Research 7th edition (Earl
Babbie) $31 Books in excellent condition. Call 642 7312

Personal Computer Packard Bell,W∕SVGA Monitor, Intel
75MHZ Processor, 8MB RAM, 14.4Fax∕data modem,
CD HOM Drive, 3 5" Drive, 16 Bit Sound Card, 1MB
Video, Telephone Answering system, Tons of Software,
Win 95 Factory Installed, 1YR Parts∕labor∕oπ site War
ranty, AL in one system, $1050 obo Call Marvin Almon at
262 1646
For Sale: 1993 GE camcorder, 2 speed power zoom w∕
autofocus (Ho movie video system), equipped with ba,
tery pack and battery charger, almost new, sparingly
used, free carrying bag Also, some furniture - two twin
beds with headboards, sofa chairs, and a sofa Call Dr
Satya Pachori at 737 7829 (day or night).

Computer For Sale 386 dx∕40, 105m hard drive, 8m
RAM, 64k cache, dual floppys(1.2 and1.4).Includes
mouse, mouse pad, key board, 14" SVGA monitor, and
DOS, Windows, and other programs $550 obo Also for
sale Exercise Stepper by Lifegear, 9100 Dual Action,
includes monitor which reports mileage, speed, and time
Excellent condition. $59 obo For Sale: 13" Samsung
Television, color, excellent condition $50 obo Call Laura
At 642 1670

YOUR POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS ARE LOOKING AT THIS RIGHTNOW!

Why isn't your message in this space?
Contact Greg Renfroe to find out
how you can put our space to work for you!

Internet: spinaker@unf.edu
Officevision: SPI NN AKE

Phone: 646-2727
Fax:928-3964

Heavy Drinking . . . Is It Really Worth It?
ou may think heavy drinking is an
acceptable part of the college experience
But have you considered the coπse
quences? When you drink, you run the
risk of doing something you’ll regret later.
When you're under the influence of
alcohol, you're more likely to expose
yourself to a sexually transmitted disease
(STD) by having unprotected sex. You
could get yourself into a situation you may
not be able to handle—or get out of.
Falling grades and dropping out become a
reality because college students who drink
the most get the lowest grades.
All students need to ask, "Is it really
worth taking the kind of risk that could
negatively affect the rest of my life?" For
free materials and other resource informa
tion on alcohol and illicit drugs, call the
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and
Drug Information at 1-800-729-6686

Past Month Heavy Drinking* by Age, 1994

* Heavy drinking is defined as five or more drinks per day on each of five
or more days in the past thirty days

SAMHSA

Center for Substance ADιtse Prevention

IMPROVE
YOUR
NIGHT LIFE.
Many accidents are caused by car
drivers who didn’t see the cyclists.
Wear reflective gear and bright
clothing. And keep your ∖ e /
evening from being ruined.∖φ∕

PreventionkVORKS.,

National Household Survey on Drug Abuse, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), Sept ! 995

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATIONS^
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Last Meeting: The Lady Ospreys won 85-66 at
s'm
Conference tournament quarterfinals.
Series: UNF leads the series 5-2

she has filed in Texas, Oklahoma,
Kansas and South Carolina, and
contends that only a mail mixup
kept her off the New Hampshire
ballot.
Records show Lloyd-Duffie,
63, spent $83,200 from April
through November: $22,400 on
state filing fees, $20,800 for tshirts, telephones, mailing and
operations; and $40,000 for
“goodwill and gratuities.”
Her starting balance was
$107,000, mostly money she says
came from an insurance settlement of a 1994 auto accident.
Edwards, 59, plans to start
campaigning in February and
raising money from people he
meets.
“There’s still enough time if I
do something completely unor
thodox, which I plan to do. ... I
won’t go into it — the surprise
element is all I have left,” he says,

ota student
ι photographs

∣
>

Lady Osprey opponents this week

lished information.
The Daily has argued that
instead of seeking the unpublished pictures, prosecutors
should interview the many wit
nesses to the fight.
“This was a public rally that
was attended by hundreds of
people,” Ames said. “With that
amount of individuals, they
should have enough eyewitness
accounts to provide the infor
mation they need without co
opting news organizations.”
Scoggin said the witnesses
were not disinterested parties,
unlike the Daily photographer.
Tanick argued that media
organizations have privilege to
resist subpoenas from law enforcement agencies seeking unpublished information. News
media argue that such subpoe∏as can cause reporters to be
viewed as an arm of the law,

sβa≡ Saint Leo has already matched its win
Jan. 9. Success for the Lady Ospreys depends on
t0tal from ∣ast sβa3θn but pu1 together a 6-5 non
stopping two players. Sophomore center Sanja
conference
Radenkovlc is second In the conference in scoring,
fifth in rebounding and leads the conference in
Prol
three-point sh∞ting percentage. Junior guard Varel
G-A
Clarke is 13th in scoring, sixth in rebounding and
G-LaKoscia Kennon, 14.3 ppg, 5 assists per game
sixth In steals.
F∙Julie Becker. Jr., 7.3 ppg
Probable starters:
F-Carlyn Ross, 7.8 ppg, 4 rebounds per game
G-Varel Clarke, Jr., 11.7 ppg, 6.7 assists per game.
C-Angel Marshall, Jr., 8.1 ppg, 7.5 rpg
7.8 rebounds per game
Most recently: The Monarchs lost to Florida Tech
G-Kel∣y Harell. Jr.
∙
83-45 on the road Saturday and visit No. 8 Florida
F-Carrol-Ann Simpson, So.
Southern Tuesday.
F-Gwen Clayton. Jr.
r√ ■........................ .......................................
C-Sanja Radenkovic. So.. 19.4 ppg. 8 rpg
÷⅛∙÷ ................ .
⅛'
, ⅛×
. .
Most recently: The Panthers beat Saint Leo 83-45
at home Saturday.
s "j,

against the newspaper itself

>a-

rather than incarceration for any

he

student or editor if found in con-

ιld

tempt, Scoggin said.
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WE'RE
THE
#1
HOPE
FOR THE
#3
KILLER,
LUNG
DISEASES.
Join the fight
against lung
disease
Call your local
AMERICAN ± LUNG ASSOCIATION*
I The Christmas Seal People *

OLDE, America’s Full Service Discount BrokerSM,
is looking for motivated people to establish a
career in the stock brokerage business.
OLDE offers:
4-12 month paid training program
Potential six-figure income
Excellent benefits

If you possess excellent communication skills, gen
eral market knowledge and the desire to excel, see
us at the Career Fair on January 31, 1996.
If you are unable to attend the Career Fair call:

1 800 937-0606
or send resume to:
OLDE Discount Stockbrokers
National Recruiting
751 Griswold Street
Detroit, MI 48226

____ ! OIDE
J
■

DISCOUNT STOCKBROKERS
Member NYSE and SIΓC

Λn Equal Opportunity Employer

A REFRESH ER COURSE
IN HOME ECONOMICS
'z^'ed like you to take this

lamps and lights? Do you turn

They’re simple to

simple test to see if your home

them off when you exit a room?

use, and inexpen

is as energy efficiept as possible.

Is your house excessively lit dur

sive. Turn your

Ready? Lets begin. How many

ing the day? Next, check your

thermostat up or

of you haveTVs?

thermostat Odds are, it could

down a few

How many times

use adjusting. And finally, see if

degrees. If you

have you left the

there’s a draft coming from your

get cold, grab a

room and left it

windows and d∞rs. If there is,

sweater or a blanket If you re

on? How many

you’re letting valuable

hot, wear fewer dothes.

energy fly right outside.

As for your windows and

Turning offyour lights

James Green, president of the

American Civil Liberties Union of
Florida, said the decision could be

nal

“disastrous”ifthecourtmeansthat

ted

all wrongs committed by stale of-

we’d save enough naturalgas

Γhe

ficials are outside the scope of their

to heat 4 million homes.

er-

offices.
“This is a sad day for privacy
rights in Florida,” Green said,
Resha’s
lawyer,
Rick
Johnson, said he would proceed
with a civil rights claim in state
court and ask the slate Supreme
Court for a rehearing.
“What this means is there’s

ιcz
in
he

no situation where the privacy
amendment protects you from

leofm.
lnl

all the teeth out of it.”
The ruling may free governments from liability for the ac
tions of officials, but the stale’s
high court had little choice given

κd

the jury’s verdict and the word
ing of the constitution, said
Florida Stale University law pro
fessor David Dickson.

Γy,
,n
be

∣g
il h
luIs,

If allgas-heated homes

ment of Revenue in June 1988.

dioxide pollution.

were properly weatherstripped

If everybody adjusted their

fallen asleep watching it only to

Now, for the answers.

thermostat by

6 degrees we doors, a couple pack-

could save up to 190,000

Graduating: June 4, 1992.
Killed: May 28, 1992
Cleveland, OH

barrels off oil a day.

wake up to the "Star Spangled

Try installing timers

Banner”? And what about your

on your lights and television.

ages of $3 Qθ weather

stripping should do the trick.

Each of these things will help

save natural resources for the

anything,” Johnson said. “It pulls

Tucker had been in slate government for 23 years and was the
first woman to head a Cabinetcontrolled agency when she was
became director of the Depart

can save electricity
and reduce carbon

led
’t

>ns
ion
ruIls
n.

.

January 31, 1996

α powerless
ιls snooping

belu-

... ∙.

Career Fair

which has a “chilling effect”
on news-gathering and there
fore restricts freedom of ex
pression.
Keiran’s trial currently is
under way.
Scoggin said the prosecu
tion likely will ask the judge to
review the pictures Monday before it rests its case. He said
prosecutors probably would
recommend that the judge hold
the newspaper in contempt if it
fails to produce the photos:
The prosecution favors a fine

ιld

Who: Saint Leo (8-8 overall, 2-3 Sunshine State
Conference)
Where: Marion Bowman Activities Center. Saint
lθo
„ saturdav
whβn. 4 d m
⅛⅛ £. Lad, Ospreys
95-62 at

years to come. And if we can do
If you don’t stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever intakes.

FRIENDS DON’T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

that, we all deserve high marks.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND

U.S. Department of Transportation

TIPS CALI. l-800-MY-SHARE.

IT'S A CONNECTED WORLD.
DO YOUR SHARE.

Earth Share
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Losing streak? What losing streak?
O∏elee shakes up starting lineup, Lady Ospreys shake up Barry
By Tom Kopacz

shooting and outrebounded them 44

OF THE STAFF

26. The Lady Ospreys scored 36

If

UNF

points off Barry’s 25 turnovers.

Two freshmen — forward An

ketball coach

gela Fisher and center Dali Spiers—

Mary Ortelee

made the first starts of their college

four points — 14 points below her

wanted to get

careers, scoring four and three points

average—and grabbed five boards.

her players’ at

respectively. Redshirt freshman

the

AnnaSkipperledthestarterswith 11

inside
Minnesota court re

■ For information on this
week’s opponents, please see
page 9.

women’s bas
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quires college paper to
hand over unpublished
pictures... page2.
Lesser known can
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didates line up for the

Rollins 75, UNF 55 (UNF, Jan.
16) — The Lady Tars scored 28

presidential- campaign

Senior point guard Kathy

points off 21 UNF turnovers as the

Oregon family jailed for

Addison made her fourth start of the

Lady Ospreys lost their second

season, scoring eight points and

straight Sunshine State Conference

student loan embezzle

The Lady Ospreys slammed the
Lady Bucs 79-49 as the five players

making six assists in 32 minutes of

game.

that had started most of the games

playing time.

tention,

lineup changes
she made Saturday afternoon at Barry

University seemed to do that.

points and seven rebounds.

... page 2.

ment ... page 2.

Although the Lady Ospreys tried

No defense against
offidal’ssnooping... page 2

this season took a seat after the team

The game’s best performances,

to stay close to the visitors, Rollins

turned in poor performances in its

however, came from three of the

outscored UNF 28-14 over the last

previous two outings.

benched regulars. Senior center

11:36 to ice the win.

The two teams went back and

Vanessa Sanders led all scorers with

Rollins scored 28 points off UNF

forth in the early going. Barry never

23 points, shooting 9-for-l 1 from

turnovers and outrebounded the Lady

See 12 Monkeys —

led by more than four points. UNF

the field and making five of six free

Ospreys 46-40. UNF shot 38.7 per

our reviewer loved it.

took the leadfor good with 10:39 left

throw attempts. She also led all

cent from the field and made one

And check out our new

in the first half on a 16-foot jump

rebounders with eight. Senior for

three-pointer.

shot by senior forward Tabalha

ward Nancy Miller scored 13 points.

“I don’t think they were ready to

Menear, whose running jump shot

Menear continued her recent hot

play,” Ortelee said, adding that she

14 seconds earlier tied the score and

streak Saturday. She hit all five of

hoped her players weren’t still fo

started a 10-point burst by the Lady

her field goal attempts and both free

cused on their 74-40 loss at Florida

... page 7
George

throws to score 12 points, her sixth

Southern Jan. 13.

reaches the long awaited

Ospreys.

UNF improved to 10-6 overall

consecutive game in double figures.

and 3-2 in the Sunshine State Con

The Lady Ospreys shut down

movie grading system
— you’ve seen it before

“Our defense was non-existent,”

century mark, but doesn’t
play Caeser’s.... page 7

she said.

Barry forward Jennifer McMillan,

Menear led the Lady Ospreys

The Lady Ospreys benefited

the conference’s No. 3 scorer and

with 20 points. Sanders scored 12

Members of the UNF and Rollins College women’s basketball teams surround the ball Jan. 16attheUNFArena.

from the Lady Bucs’ 32.7 percent

rebounder. The junior scored just

and grabbed five rebounds.

The Lady Ospreys lost 75-55. (Matthew MacRoberts/Photo Editor)

ference.

Burns

As if you didn’t al

ready have enough to
exercise your mind,

Loss at Barry offsets record-setting night vs. Tech
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

Barry University wrapped a 24-point scor

ing burst around halftime, then withstood a
UNF comeback attempt to defeat the Ospreys
83-64 in Miami Saturday night

Buccaneer forward Julian Brame led all
scorers with 25 points, sh∞ting 10-for-13 from
the field.
UNF trailed 24-17 with six minutes to go in
the first halfwhen theBucs(12-4,3-2Sunshine
State Conference) took off on a 24-5 scoring
run that put them up 50-22 with 18 minutes left
in the ballgame. The Ospreys (8-7 overall, 1 -3
in conference) then made a fight out of it
outscoring their hosts 42-33 the rest of the way
to avoid an outright embarrassment
For the first time in over a month, UNF
coach Rich Zvosec had his first choice off the
bench available. Ceci1 Mourning came off the
bench to lead the Ospreys in scoring with 14
points and grabbed four rebounds to lead the
Ospreys in that category. Hehadbeeneχpected
to miss at least another week after aggravating
an old knee Injury in mid-December. Mourn
ing underwent knee surgery Jan. 3.
Zvosec’s second choice, junior forward
Chris Lee, again made his presence known.

hitting four three-pointers for 12 points.
Jamal Williams and Chris Patterson each
scored 10 points. Phil Caple added nine, and
freshman forward George McCleod scored
four.

The Ospreys’ p∞r shooting helped con
tribute to their downfall. UNF hit just 25 of 57
field goal attempts, including nine three-point
ers, and five free throws. Baιτy hi 130 of45 field
goal attempts, eight three-pointers and 15 free
throws.
The Bucs outrebounded the Ospreys 28
22.
•∙∙

UNF 53, Florida Tech 40 (UNF, Jan. 17)
—- Patterson scored ]4,butthebiggest story out
of this game was the Ospreys ’ defensi ve effort.
UNF set a new team record by holding the
Pan thers to40 points as they picked up their first
conference win of the season.
“It feels good to get that win,” said junior
point guard Kyle Besting, who scored nine
points and leads the conference in free throw
shooting.
“We decided before Lhe game tonight that
we had to come out a lot tougher." he added.
’The last couple games we came out a little,
tentative at first and not too aggressive [and] let

them getupabiglcad on usTonight we decided
to come out real strong and pressure the ball real
hard and play pretty good zone defense.”
Besting said UNF played well offensively.
“Wehandlcd their pressure,” he said. “We were
patient on offense and ran our cuts.”
The Ospreys took advantage of 21 Panther

turnovers while making just 12 turnovers of
their own. “That’s good, especially against a
man-to-man defease,” Besting said.
Caple scored 11 points. Senior forward

Jessie Hudson, who has been bothered recently
by a tender hamstring and dislocated finger,
scored eight points off the bench. Sophomore
Jamal Williams, who has taken Budson’splace
in Lhe starting lineup, scored seven points.

Zvosec praised his players' intelligent ef
fort. “I think we've had the effort, [but] we
haven't had effort with concentration,” he said.
‘Tonight we got it.”
Zvosec said it was good to have Bιtdson
playing. “He makes a big difference, defen
sivel y for us,” Zvosec sa id. “ He gave ι is a big 1 i ft
in the first half and again in the second [half] I
thought defensively, when became in it carried
over toeverybodyefseand that was thesharpest
we’ve, been defensively since Charlotte [the

Queen's College tournament Jan. 4-6].”

Who:Tampa(10-7overail,2-3Sunshine
State Conference)
Where: UNF Arena
When; 7:30 p.m. Wednesday
Radio: WZNZ-AM (1460), 7:15 p.m.
TV: Continental channel 25, 7:30 p.m.
Last Meeting: Tampa defeated the
Ospreys 86-82 at the UNF Arena Feb.
21, 1995.
■ Series: The Spartans lead 6-0.
Season: The defending conference
tournament champions have found the
road tough this season, going 0-5 outside
their own gym

Probable starters:
G-Puncho Farquharson, Jr.. 19.1 ppg
G-Mikθ Sheppard. 15 2 ppg. ^ 4 assists
per game

F Kenny Franklin, Sr., 12.3 ppg, 5. 8.
r
reoounαs per
gameι
F-CoryThompson,So.,10.1 ppg,5.6rpg
C-Josh Chapin, 15.8 ppg, 11.5 rρg
Most recently: The Spartans lost at
home to Florida Southern 72-69
Saturdι

Probabl ∣ starters:
G-A∣AX,Mack. Sr., 13 4 ppg
F Craig Calhoun, 8.1 ppg
F-Shawn Je∏nett, Jr, 13 8 ppg
F-Shawn Wilson. 14.1 ppg, 8.8
rebounds per game
C Tony Dingle, 7 6 ppg, 5.4 rpg
Most recently: The Monarchs lost to
Florida Tech 87-75 on the road
Saturday and host Eckerd Wednesday.

word puzzle and a vi
sion teaser. ... page7
Top Tens and This
Day in History—See who
did what to who, when
and why. Information on
how may be found at the
UNF library ... page 7

The cut didn’t happen,
so what happened to the
money? page 4
Chick-Fil-A doesn’t
provide enogh options...
page 4
Moms brings his insight
to the abortion debate ...
page 4
.
Mike asks if you are in
volved with your education
... page 5
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Tennis teams annihilate Tampa,
Saint Leo in season openers
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

women’s singles against Tampa. The
teams of Bruno/Rodea, Pasc∩e∕H∩ltz and

Brand new sea

Kaminer/Patton rolled up easy wins in

son, same old result.
The men’s and
women’s tenn i s team s
steamrollcd the Uni
versity of Tampa and

women’s doubles.
The Saint Leo men gave UNF a I ittle
more trouble than Tampa, as the Mon
archs won 26 games to the Spartans’ 14.
Nonetheless, the UNF men
with
Cleveland replacing Roger Exum —

Saint LeoCoIlege Sat
urday atTampa in the season opener for

all three teams.
How dominant were the Osprey ten
nis teams? They didn’t lose a set, didn’t

rolled to easy wins. The same group of
doubles players had similar results, with
only the team of Cleveland and
McGrccvy being tested.

-allow any singles opponent to win more
than four games of a set and posted a

The Lady Ospreys had an easier time
against Saint Leo than they did against

record of 364-79 in games over the two

Tampa. Three of the four matches were
6-0,6-0 sweeps. Kaminerand Holtz won

matches.
Reggie and Roger Exum, Kai

McGrccvy, Brian Zwickcr, Jamie
Feagan and Carl Myami all rolled to

easy victories in the men ,s match against
Tampa. The Exum brothers, McGrccvy

and Casey Cleveland, and Feagan and
Myami all rolled to quick wins.

Wendy Bruno, Kendra Pascoe, Dawn
Osprey point guard Kyle Nesting (right) runs the ball uρcourt against Florida Tech guard Junior Allen Wednesday at the UNF Arena
(Matthew MacRoberts/Photo Editor).

Who: Saint Leo (5-12 overall, 1-4
Sunshine State Conference)
Where: Marion Bowman Activities
Center. Saint Leo
When: 2 p.m. Saturday
Radio: WZNZ-AM (1460). 1:45 p.m.
Last Meeting: Saint Leo defeated the
visiting Os∏reys 100-89 Feb. 25,1995.
Series: Saint Leo leads 4-2.
Season: Saint Leo won three games
_
in a row in December, but have lost 10
of their last 12 games since They
picked up their only conference win
Jan. 6 over Barry and have lost four
straight since then.

we’ve tossed in a cross

Bodea, Emily Holtz, Katherine Kaminer
and Leslie Patton posted victories in

their doubles match 8-0 over Saint Leo’s
Mary Galambos and Mary Lehto, while
Pascoe and Bodea beat Saint Leo’s lop
doubles team, Jill Dascoli and Julie
O’Brien, 8-2.
The men’s tennis team returns to
action Feb. 7 at Sunshine State Confer
ence opponent Florida Tech, while the
women play a day earlier against West
Florida in Tallahassee.

MEN S BASKET
BALL: The Ospreys
turned in a record-set
ting defensive perfor
mance against Florida
Tech Wednesday, then
lost at Barry Saturday
night. ... page 10.
WOMEN’S BAS
KETBALL: The head
coach turned the start
ing lineup upside down
after back-to-back poor
performances, and the
Lady Ospreys
re
sponded by blasting
the Barry University
Lady Bucs.... page 10.
TENNIS: Stop us if
you have heard this be
fore: the UNF tennis
teams went through
Saint Leo College and
the
University
of
Tampa
like
they
weren’t even there. ...
page 10.
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